23, and 17). While it is understood rhat not everyone wishes to perform all 24 Preludes from Op.
28 (Richter, notably, consistently omitting some),

meots. the chin and pipa.
ext was
"Incarnarion II" by Somei Satoh (b. 1947)
from Japan. Made up entirely of tremolos, the

Ms. Chan chose the mildest, most ruminative

work uses repetition techniques associated

Preludes (with the exception of the G minor),
sacrificing rhe contrast that would have highlighted her choices as the jewels rhat they are. Perhaps
the choices were designed to set off her first
half's finale, the Bach-Busoni Chaconne in d
minor, but even here she favored a tameness in

with post-minimalism to create a hypnotic
Zen-like meditation. Though the largely selfraught Satoh does not adhere to any "school"
of composition, it was striking how reminis~
cent this work was of some of Gorecki's work
(imagine the latter's Third Symphony, but for
piano). N[s. Chan showed consummate control

volume and pacing that left this listener wanting
more energy.

The second half, on the other hand, brought
revelations. Ms. Chan performed the invaluable
service of opening up ne~v musical worlds to her

audience. She opened' with "Moonlight Over
Spring River" by Doming Lam (b.) 926), a ser of
six quasi-impressionistic pieces convincingly
evoking sounds of the traditional Chinese instru-

Natalia Strelchenko, piano

from "Scenes from a Jade Terrace" by Chinese
Canadian composer Alexina Louie (b. 1949)
concluded, both brilliantly performed. An
encore of Tan Dun's UStaccato Beans" was a

light-hearred touch.

-Rol'ianne Schrade
Ms. Strelehenko is an excellent pianist,

Weill Hall at Carnegie Hall
September 18, 2007

T

and concentration throughout. Two pieces

capable of a large sound, extreme delicacy,

and impressive speed and clarity. As a per-

here were many reasons for concertgo-

former, she also exhibits a strong dramatic sense, and intense concentration cou-

ers to attend the recent recital by

pled with unfailing memory. Feux Follers

pianist Natalia Strelchenko, including a first

was outstanding, and her Eroica, brim-

half of some rarely heard works by fellow
Norwegian, Agathe Backer Gf0ndahl (18471907), and, as the second half, the complete set
of Transcendemal Etudes of Franz Liszt. The
larter is practically an Olympic feat in live per-

ming with personality. Wilde Jagd, on the
other hand, needed more ferocity, and
Vision seemed to flag, sometimes losing
the musical sense in the flurry of notes.
Praeludio, the A minor Etude, and

formance, in terms of the stamina and multifaceted technique it involves, from the quicksil-

.Mazeppa also could have been cleaner, but
Ricordanza, Paysage, and Harmonies du

ver ftnger-work of Feux Follets and wild leaps
of Mazeppa, to the powerful chord chases of
Wilde Jagd. Few pianists have the gifts to suc-

Soir reflecred sensirive musicianship.
The miniature "first half" was fairly
much eclipsed by what followed, but it was

ceed with them all, not to mention the imagination and understanding to make them coher-

nonetheless a valuable service to present
the much-neglected Gr~mdahl. Six pieces

em musically. Natalia Stre1chenko comes close, L.
and given the righr circllmstahces, it will be a joy to hear her do
these again. Among "the right circumstances," this listener
would include sufftcient breathing room for the performer (and

-' from
"Norwegian
Folksongs
and
Folkdances," Op. 30, offered the perfect vehicle for Ms.
Strelehenko's pixyish play. She broughr vivid color to this music,
long relegated to the salon. In the Suite, Op. 44, she did the

audience) to appreciate each Etude for its unique music; spread-

same (though translations of muvements would have heightened

ing the Etudes over two halves instead of lumping them in one
would be a start. Though a sprightly Ms. Stre1chenko seemed
hardly fazed by her gargamuan task, one can only speculate thar,
given more leisurely pacing, she would have played each Etude

understanding for non- orwegians). Roses Song, Op. 39,
Albumblart, Op. 59, and Impromptu, Op. 35 closed the set well,
aod the Albumblatt was brought back later as an encore.

-Rorianne Schrade

with still more accuracy and power.
Areon Flutes

equal voice in the chamber music world, leaving a new and diver-

Weill Hall at Carnegie HaJJ
September 29, 2007

sified chamber music legacy. To ensure this goal, Areon has

A

reon Flutes, a very talented quartet comprised of artists

Jill Heinke, Kassel' LeBow, Tamara Maddaford, and
Amelia Vitarelli, made their Carnegie Hall debut on September
29th, and they impressed with their innovative program and winning interpretations. The reception they received after each work
showed that these players know what kind of new music pleases

audiences and critics alike. California-based and founded in
2005, Areon Flutes features programming for duos, trios, and
quartets. Areon's mission aims to give flure chamber music an
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established an international chamber music composition competition, among other projects.

As evidenced by the first piece on this program, Four
Elements by Chia-Ying Chiang, their projects have been successful. This highly original and iotelligent work, which received its
east coast premiere at this concert, is in four movements with
academic titles such as Tone, Articulation, Intonation, and
Technique. There was nothing academic about the work's concepcion or presentation; each movement is performed in a different stage position, allowing for different interactions among
players and also with the space. In Intonation, the most intrigu-

ing of the movements, the
players are actually asked to
not be in tune and instead listen for the special atmosphere
created by the different intonations and tone colors they
create. In other movements,
Ms. Chiang composed in a
way that worked well in showing off this group's fabulous technique, solid ensemblework and their warmth and ~~~~
diversity of sound.
The always mischievous
and funky Michael Daugherty
,
was featured on the program, and I wasn't at all disappointed.
The satirical "Crystals," for flute, alto flute, metal windchimes
and piano (2004) is a fantastic piece in more ways than one.
Well-constructed, it is often mysterious and playfully exoticespecially with the use of those intentionally unsubtle chimes,

but at moments when the piano
is used (the pianist was Dianne
Frazer), it was wonderfully
catchy and hip. Other notable
highlights were Robert Dick's
masterful "Eyewitness" from
1991 and Jeremy Haladyna's
archaic and brilliantly written
"Godpots" in its marvelously
p..::-;-r:~~ performed east coast premiere.
..-....:lr.r...-,,'L., .•
Dr.
Linda
L.
Holland's
_ "PicCalypso" was delightfully
rdJ.~~~~1i.;1 comical and cute, and Mike
.~~~iI Mower's consistently riveting
"Fictions," a substantial fourmovement suite from 2004, was given an electric and memorable
performance. The group itself was memorable; they are a treat
to all the senses.

Agatino Scuderi, guitar
Weill Hall at Carnegie Hall
September 30, 2007

and Gigue) from the Suite "La Guitarre Royale" by Italian
Baroque composer Francesco Corbetta. These were a welcome
step back to more formal dances and
were played with discipline and crispness.
"Elogia de La Danza" (1964), by
Cuban composer Leo Brouwer, introduced a more percussive language in a
style that exploited Mr. Scuderi's nimble
technique. The fact that Brouwer taught
Scuderi enhanced further the already
strong sense of connection in this program; Falla's "Homenaje a Claude
Debussy" which followed had been dedicated to Tarrega's pupil Llobet (the dedicatee of' the opening work). The Falla's
habanera rhythms were liltingly played,
and Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Tarantella
brought the half to a brilliant close.
After
intermission,
Federico
Torroba's more formal Sonatina was
sandwiched between two folk-inspired groups, Colombian composer Gentil Montana's Suite Colombiana No.2, and a set of
Venezuelan "Brani Popolari" (by A. Lauro, A. Carillo, R. Riela, I.
Figueredo, and V Sojo). The latter were appealing versions of
rather well known Latin American tunes, though perhaps played
with more understatement than this listener would like. An
encore of "El Noi de la Mar," a carol transcribed by Miguel
Llobet, was absolutely breathtaking.

s part of ~rtists International's ~hir~y
fifth annIversary season, gUItarIst
Agatino Scuderi, recipient of a Special
Presentation Award, gave his New York recital
debut in a program of Italian, Spanish, Cuban,
and South American composers. Professor at
the Vincenzo Bellini University of Music in
Catania, Italy, he has studied throughout the
world (with Alirio Diaz, Leo Brouwer, and
Eliot Fisk, to name a few) and has performed
and recorded widely.
Fluency and ease marked Mr. Scuderi's
undemonstrative playing, and a quiet nonchalance that lent the recital a feeling of an
impromptu soiree. He showed a penchant for
lyricism and sensitive inflections throughout.
The recital opened with six pieces by Francisco
Tarrega: Preludio, Marieta, Pavana, Maria, Preludio, and Rosita.
Throughout these, Mr. Scuderi used rubato in ways that reflected a kinship with guitarists of an earlier day, always with subtlety and delicacy. The pieces flowed seamlessly from one to the
next (as they did throughout the evening), with some rather
florid tuning bridging the silences; the only drawback here was
that the tuning sometimes obscured his openings (and with all
due respect to traditions of preluding, works not composed by
the performer need distinct boundaries).
Four movements followed (Preludio, Allemande, Sarabande,

A

Clavier Trio
Arkady Fomin, violin
Jesus Castro-Balbi, cello
David I<:'orevaar, piano
Weill Hall at Carnegie Hall
October 7, 2007

S

ometimes New York critics can get grumpy about a program permeated with repertoire staples or familiar com-

J

-Anthony Aibel

-Rorianne Schrade

posers, but if the p"rogram is balanced with differing styles and
if the playing is fresh and inspired, I am content. This ~as the
case with Clavier Trio's Carnegie Hall concert on October 7th.
All three composers-Beethoven, Ravel and Tchaikovsky-are
familiar, and their works fairly standard, yet the performances by
Clavier Trio were not. They were exceptionally good.
Beethoven's one-movement trio in B-flat major from 1812
was given a delightful reading; it included many moments of
bucolic serenity but also some underlying tension that gave it
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